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Today’s Report 

Focusing on the planks in our platform… 
n Resource Management 
n Alternative Fueled Vehicles 
n Climate Change and Adaptation 
n Innovation 
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Resource Management: 
Energy Efficiency Rolling Portfolio 
n  Decision 15-10-028 set up a stakeholder 

Coordinating Committee to vet programs before 
they go to CPUC. 

n  This format should allow local governments a venue 
for accessing the process that is easier to navigate. 

n  Meeting on Jan. 15 among stakeholders to discuss 
mechanics of the Coordinating Committee. 

n  Group will meet monthly for foreseeable future.  
n  NRDC/utilities hope to issue RFP for facilitation 

services soon. 
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Resource Management: 
Energy Efficiency Policy, Phases 2b, 3 

n Phase 2b will hash out additional details of 
Rolling Portfolio mechanics, including timing 
and rules for business plans. 

n Phase 3 will look at other issues such as who 
should administer programs, what 
constitutes "baseline. 

n CPUC took comments on "high opportunity 
projects and programs" in November, per AB 
802/baseline, held workshop in January.  
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Resource Management: 
Energy Efficiency Evaluation, Measurement & 
Verification 
n Ongoing studies on all programs  
n CPUC will spend about $65 million on EM&V 

studies for 2013-2015. 
n  $3.9 million specific to local government 

partnerships 
n  $1.3 million specific to Regional Energy 

Networks 
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Resource Management: 
REN Evaluation 

n Draft study released in January; workshop 
January 22 
n  Qualitative evidence that RENs improve 

capacity building, customer satisfaction, 
driving customers to energy efficiency 

n  According to studies, bottom line savings not 
there; RENs would like to verify assumptions 
used 

n Comments on draft report due February 26  
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Resource Management: 
MCE Energy Efficiency Business Plan 

n  MCE submitted to CPUC pre-emptive energy 
efficiency business plan (A.15-10-014) 

n  MCE request for the community choice 
aggregator to become "default provider" of 
energy efficiency could impact existing 
partnership and REN programs, and create 
additional administrative complexity. 

n  MCE hosted workshops in past two weeks. 
n  CPUC held prehearing conference on Feb. 1: 

n  Forthcoming ruling will indicate timing for 
considering the request 
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Resource Management: 
Net Energy Metering 

n CPUC approved new tariff January 28 (D.
16-01-044 in R.14-07-002). 

n NEM will continue close to current status, 
with addition of a one-time interconnection 
fee and a few other tweaks. 
n  Victory for solar industry, LGSEC, and others 
n  Utilities had proposed new fees and other 

costs that would have impacted feasibility 
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Resource Management: 
Distribution Resources Plans (R.14-08-013) 

n  Utilities are proposing investments in the grid that 
could be avoided using different processes and 
assumptions. These costs will accrue to customers, 
including local gov'ts.  Plans have not considered 
local planning documents.  

n  CPUC Feb. 1 workshop discussed locational net 
benefits analysis: 
n  CPUC staff dismissive of utility proposals 
n  Coalition of parties wants to see analysis that looks at 

benefits as well as costs 
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Resource Management: 
Integrated Demand Side Resources  

n  CPUC September 2015 decision adopted definition 
and goal for integrated distributed energy 
resources. (R.14-10-003) 

n  In October, ALJ established a working group to 
update the cost-effectiveness framework. 
n  Working Group  met Jan. 14 to develop recommendations 

on Definitions of Costs and Benefits and Social Cost Test.  
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Resource Management: 
Water-Energy Nexus(13-12-011) 
n  D.15-09-023 adopted tools to quantify energy-water 

savings.  November rulings called for comments on 
Advanced Meter Infrastructure, and "matinee 
pricing.“ 

n  Advanced Meter Infrastructure for water utilities 
workshop Jan. 19; proposals by Feb. 16.   

n  Comments on “matinee pricing” in December and 
January; utility proposals by Feb. 4; workshop TBD.  
n  “Matinee pricing” is tariffs that encourage customers to 

use water, and thereby energy, off peak 
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Resource Management: 
AB 802 Building Benchmarking 

n  CEC determining how to require utilities to provide 
energy usage data for entire buildings with 5 or 
more residents/ tenants 

n  CEC took comments on scope of rulemaking at end 
of December. 
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Resource Management: 
Long-term Procurement Planning 
n  CPUC next week will move all long-term resource planning to 

new docket 
n  The proceeding will focus on:  

n  Bringing together various ongoing analytical efforts from 
other proceedings, along with new analysis to be conducted 
in this proceeding. 

n  Want standard framework for regulated load-serving entities 
in the future.  

n  Stated goal of ensuring optimized portfolios of LSEs to 
achieve the electric sector greenhouse gas reduction goals 
by 2030, being sure to preserve system reliability, at 
reasonable costs, while also meeting other statutory 
requirements.  
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Climate Change and Adaptation 

n  For second round Cap and Trade Investment 
Plan, LGSEC joined recommendation by Local 
Government Commission for an aggregated 
approach for a climate funding joint powers 
authority and targeted local assistance and 
workforce training. 
n  CARB held second hearing December 17. 

n Governor’s proposed budget includes 
language of earlier (failed) legislation, would 
allocate $100 million to most significantly 
disadvantaged communities 
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Alternative Fueled Vehicles 

n  Utilities are submitting individual applications to build out 
charging infrastructure, including charging stations, education 
programs, and pilots. 

n  SDG&E: Decision 16-01-045 authorizes $45 million over 3 years 
to install 3,500 chargers at 350 locations.  SDG&E had asked 
for 5,500 chargers at 550 sites for $65 million.  
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Alternative Fueled Vehicles 

n  SCE: Decision 16-01-023 authorizes first phase of 5-year 
program.   
n  One-year pilot to deploy up to 1,500 charging stations at $22 

million, including outreach.   
n  Second phase, $330 million would deploy up to 30,000 more 

charging stations.  
n  Settlement included 100% rebate for sites in disadvantaged 

communities.  
n  Multi-unit residences get 50% rebate.  
n  Fleets, rebates, and destination centers get 25% rebates.  
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Innovation: 
PACE Programs 
n  Dozens of jurisdictions are sponsoring PACE 

programs, outside of regulatory agencies. 
n  Should savings from these programs be included by 

utilities?  RENs? CCAs? Local government 
partnerships? 

n  Is there more the State should do to support PACE 
and other financing programs? 
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Innovation: 
Community Choice Aggregation  
n  Various proceedings deal with different proposed 

charges and fees. These are often in rate cases and 
related proceedings specific to one utility. 
n  Example: PG&E’s PCIA, approved in December. 

n  These charges will affect viability of CCA. 
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Innovation: 
Franchise Fees 
n  Individual franchise fee agreements in each 

jurisdiction. 
n  How much revenue local governments receive by 

allowing utilities access to local infrastructure. 
Often locked in over generations. 

n  Is there a statewide policy agenda, issues related to 
franchise fees? 
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Innovation: 
Streetlights 
n  Costs, deployment for utility-owned systems are 

determined in utility general rate cases 
n  More jurisdictions are finding it preferable to 

purchase the system and operate it themselves. 
n  CEC provides low-interest loans for these projects. 
n  Is there a statewide issue related to streetlights? 
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Innovation: 
Tariffs 
n  Schedules under which local governments take 

service for our own facilities. 
n  Are there cases where we should advocate for 

separate GOV tariff?  We suggested this with net 
energy metering, but not with much force. 
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California Public Utilities Commission 
Reform 

n  Assemblymember Mike Gatto (D-Glendale), new 
chair of Utilities and Commerce Committee calling 
for CPUC overhaul and possible elimination. CPUC is 
“too big to succeed.” 

n  Voter initiative to repeal Public Utilities Act.  
n  Current CPUC work would be reallocated to other 

agencies and departments, or a successor agency. 
n  Aliso Canyon gas leak was final straw for Gatto.  
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